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this comprehensive guide captures all the prestige and rich history of royal doulton and delivers the expert pricing and
product details needed by today s collectors with nearly 200 years of bone and fine china production the craftsmanship and
hand painted detail of royal doulton figurines and stoneware pieces is unmatched and highly valued this expertly written
book offers details of how a small english company became one of the most highly respected manufacturers of fine china 5
000 listings and 2 500 color photographs to assist with assessing collections detailed coverage of the entire royal doulton
line chapter by colorful chapter of coca cola calendars serving trays bottles signs vintage advertisements toys coolers
dispensers and countless other items representing the foremost name in soda pop collectibles await you in this new edition
of the superior coca cola collectibles identification and values reference the most valuable tool in your toolbox lacking the
edge on tool information cut through the competition and hammer home deals like a pro with antique trader tools price
guide featuring 700 color photos thousands of listings with current values market trends and collecting advice it s the
definitive reference on antique tools this book features 700 color photos with actual prices received at auctions 2 000
listings covering planes braces drills saws hammers levels rules squares gauges scientific instruments patented tools
advertising and much more information on building a collection condition grading market trends and investing new chapter
on collecting stanley tools condition grading photos playing cards have been around a thousand years or more and are
infinite in their variety this makes individual playing cards and complete decks rich in history and every bit as collectible as
coins and postage stamps the price guide for collectible playing cards is intended to be a basic resource for collectors of
playing cards and decks of playing cards and to give at least some idea of what different decks of cards may be worth
among other collectors volume i presents examples of different decks in the categories of advertising humor patience pinup
and transportation volume ii presents examples of different decks in the categories of standard and souvenir volume iii
presents examples of different decks categorized as non standard miller s antiques price guide has long been the market
leader offering not just prices but informed tips miller s is arguably the only price guide you will ever need antiques
magazine miller s antiques handbook price guide remains the essential and trusted guide to the antiques market it has
earned the reputation of being the book no dealer collector or auctioneer should be without it is compiled by judith miller
world renowned antiques expert and co founder of the book who selects the guide s 8000 plus featured antiques
comprehensive sections cover ceramics furniture glass silver and metalwares jewellery and objets de vertu clocks and
watches books oriental antiques textiles toys decorative arts and modern classics special features explain why one piece is
worth more than another show how to value an item and teach you to be your own valuer biographies of designers and
factories give the background information you need to help date and value objects while special judith picks sections give
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fascinating background and valuation details for particularly interesting or unusual objects the fascinating world of goebel
is brought to you by two of the world s foremost authorities werner moderhack and ray wagner this book goebel the
collector s guide is printed in full color and is the most comprehensive and completely researched guide ever published on
goebel products it is published witth the approval and cooperation of goebel porzellanfabrik rodental germany contents
include value and identification guide listings of goebel artists and sculptors trademark history goebel history many
protoypes and other rare pieces and madonnas which include figurines wall hangings plaques busts and grave markers
every category is as complete as research and expertise will permit plus works of major atists such as lore blumenkinder
kathe kruse normal rockwell original schaubach nasha huldah staehle and many others this is a fun and painless way to
give yourself a firm grounding in the wide wonderful world of antiques and collectibles kyle husfloen managing editor
antique trader weekly and antique trader s antiques collectibles price guide do you love to poke around estate sales and
antique shops but can t tell the difference between queen anne and queen victoria furniture do you dream of owning that
old oriental rug or meissen figurine but worry that the dealer might gouge you on the price do you own pieces you think
might be valuable but don t know where to go for a reliable appraisal relax antiquing for dummies answers all your
antiquing questions and more whether you re a beginner or you ve already gotten your feet wet this fun friendly guide will
give you the savvy you need to cruise schmooze bargain for and care for antiques with confidence in no time you ll be able
to tell the difference between real antiques and stuff that s just old develop an antique hunt plan of attack select antiques
based on the 5 key points of the radar test discover hidden treasures at garages estate sales auctions and shops get the
best deals when buying and selling antiques decorate with antique glass and porcelain from around the world clean and
care for your precious finds work an auction real time and online writing with humor and common sense ron zoglin and
deborah shouse demystify the highfaluting terminology of the antique world and step by step they walk you through all the
antiquing essential including different furniture styles and periods of furniture and how to distinguish them dovetails nails
and other construction elements that offer clues to a piece s age where to go for the best antique bargains includes tips on
how to bid at auctions in person or online all about antique glass ceramics and silver integrating antiques into your life at
home and at the office antiquing for dummies gets you up and running with what you need to know to find research and
negotiate prices like a pro a childhood comic book fan turned comic book retailer the author soon discovered the
prevalence of scams in the world of comics collecting this book is his tutorial on how to collect wisely and reduce risks
drawing on skills learned from twenty years with the san diego police department and as a comic con attendee since 1972
he covers in detail the history and culture of collecting comic books and describes the pitfalls including common deceptions
of grading and pricing as well as theft and mail and insurance fraud america s 1 consumer advocate for coin hobbyists
collectors and investors is scott travers now he has created a guide that provides comprehensive facts on all u s coins and a
complete listing of the fair market value for your coins today plus he teaches you how to play the lucrative global game of
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coin collecting by including a breakdown of valuable varieties of coins that are hiding in pocket change secrets of how to
grade trade and preserve coins like the experts current trends in the coin market and how to capitalize with your own
collection the most complete and current price guide on the market today if you re buying just one price guide to see what
your coins are worth this is the obvious choice coinage magazine books are some of the oldest and most distinguished
collectibles the newly revised fifth edition of the official r price guide to books reflects the current marketplace with new
books and prices this guide prices everything from rare signed first editions of the wizard of oz to today s harry potter
blockbusters contains information on popular genres care and repair research resources internet sites dealers and auction
houses besides teaching you to win online auctions how to buy and sell antiques and collectibles for top dollar i tell you
where to buy a home for under 10 000 with little or zero down own your own home in under a year isn t that the ultimate in
the great american dreams too many people are getting depressed paying a thirty year mortgage on a home they will never
own why not buy two or three fix them up then rent them out or sell them for a profit this is real and it doesn t cost you
hundreds of dollars and or hours enduring some stupid seminar you owe it to yourself to get out of the rut you are in and
don t forget i will also teach you about selling or buying antiques and collectibles online in regular auctions newspapers etc
how much is that worth opportunity knocks what are you waiting for as long as you sincerely want to get ahead you can so
stop playing games with your future and make it happen what excuse will you use now contains comprehensive listings of
some of the most difficult to identify dinnerware manufacturers this book is for art market researchers at all levels a brief
overview of the global art market and its major stakeholders precedes an analysis of the various sales venues auction
commercial gallery etc library research skills are reviewed and advanced methods are explored in a chapter devoted to
basic market research because the monetary value of artwork cannot be established without reference to the aesthetic
qualities and art historical significance of our subject works two substantial chapters detail the processes involved in
researching and documenting the fine and decorative arts respectively and provide annotated bibliographies methods for
assigning values for art objects are explored and sources of price data both in print and online are identified and described
in detail in recent years art historical scholarship increasingly has addressed issues related to the history of art and its
markets a chapter on resources for the historian of the art market offers a wide range of sources finally provenance and art
law are discussed with particular reference to their relevance to dealers collectors artists and other art market
stakeholders covers all coins of both the united states and canada complete with latest retail value for as many as seven
different conditions this book steers buyers through the the confusion and anxiety of new and used vehicle purchases
unlike any other car and truck book on the market dr phil canada s best known automotive expert for more than forty five
years pulls no punches antiquers nostalgia buffs and memorabilia collectors of all types will welcome the great leads
offered in this guide to finding free internet information on the ins and outs of collecting in numerous specialized areas 80
illustrations from its lively capital dublin to vast swathes of remote wilderness ireland will surprise and delight in equal
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measure insight guide explore ireland is the ideal pocket companion for your trip a full colour guide containing 16 easy to
follow routes around ireland inside explore ireland discover ireland s epic natural attractions including the dramatic cliffs
of moher and the peculiar limestone burren experience the historic and modern marvels of dublin ireland s charming and
vibrant capital city insight s trademark cultural coverage sets the routes in context with introductions to ireland s cuisine
entertainment options wealth of activities on offer and key historical dates our recommended places to eat and drink are
highlighted in each route with even more suggestions in the directory section which also contains a wealth of useful
practical information including a range of carefully selected accommodation to suit all budgets pull out map with useful
plotted routes evocative photography captures ireland s stunning green scenery about insight guides insight guides has
over 40 years experience of publishing high quality visual travel guides we produce around 400 full colour print guide
books and maps as well as picture packed ebooks to meet different travellers needs insight guides unique combination of
beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture together create a unique visual reference and planning tool
to inspire your next adventure insight guides has spawned many imitators but is still the best of its type wanderlust
magazine presenting a thorough analysis of the dutch participation in the transatlantic slave trade this book is based upon
extensive research in dutch archives the book examines the whole range of dutch involvement in the atlantic slave trade
from the beginning of the 1600s to the nineteenth century this book explores how the heroes and villains of popular comic
books and the creators of these icons of our culture reflect the american experience out of which they sprang and how they
have achieved relevance by adapting to and perhaps influencing the evolving american character multiple generations
have thrilled to the exploits of the heroes and villains of american comic books these imaginary characters permeate our
culture even americans who have never read a comic book grasp what the most well known examples represent but these
comic book characters and their creators do more than simply thrill they make us consider who we are and who we aspire
to be icons of the american comic book from captain america to wonder woman contains 100 entries that provide historical
background explore the impact of the comic book character on american culture and summarize what is iconic about the
subject of the entry each entry also lists essential works suggests further readings and contains at least one sidebar that
provides entertaining and often quirky insight not covered in the main entry this two volume work examines fascinating
subjects such as how the superhero concept embodied the essence of american culture in the 1930s and the ways in which
comic book icons have evolved to reflect changing circumstances values and attitudes regarding cultural diversity the book
s coverage extends beyond just characters as it also includes entries devoted to creators publishers titles and even comic
book related phenomena that have had enduring significance car values fluctuate wildly never more so than in our current
economic environment pricing information is a must for collectors restorers buyers sellers insurance agents and a myriad
of others who rely on reliable authoritative data with well over 300 000 listings for domestic cars and light trucks and
various import vehicles manufactured between 1901 and 2012 this is the most thorough price guide on the market this
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invaluable reference is for the serious car collector as well as anyone who wants to know the value of a collector car they
are looking to buy or sell prices in this must have reference reflect the latest values in up to six grades of condition from
the esteemed old cars price guide database new information for the most recent model year will also be added to our new
old car report database a step by step guide to getting your home loan approved buying a home is a milestone that should
be celebrated but too often the achievement is overshadowed by the stress people feel when trying to get their loan
approved or worse the fear of the unknown prevents them from taking the plunge keeping them stuck in the rental trap
multi award winning mortgage broker aaron christie david is on a mission to reframe australians attitudes toward getting a
mortgage and turn their aspirations of home ownership into reality the happy home loan handbook demystifies the home
loan process providing a step by step breakdown of how to get your loan approved how best to set up your loan how to
locate negotiate over and purchase the home you want how to build your support team to guide you and how this home
buying experience can become your reality if you are an aspiring first home buyer or ambitious upgrader this helpful
handbook will show you how to get your home loan approved and buy your dream home so you can get on with enjoying life
in the first book of its kind art information expert lois swan jones discusses how to locate visual and textual information on
the internet and how to evaluate and supplement that information with material from other formats print sources cd roms
documentary videos and microfiche sets to produce excellent research results the book is divided into three sections basic
information formats types of websites and how to find them and how to use information jones discusses the strengths and
limitations of websites scholarly and basic information resources are noted and search strategies for finding pertinent
websites are included art information and the internet also discusses research methodology for studying art historical
styles artists working in various media individual works of art and non western cultures as well as art education writing
about art problems of copyright and issues concerning the buying and selling of art this title will be periodically updated
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Antique Trader Royal Doulton Price Guide 2006-11-12 this comprehensive guide captures all the prestige and rich history
of royal doulton and delivers the expert pricing and product details needed by today s collectors with nearly 200 years of
bone and fine china production the craftsmanship and hand painted detail of royal doulton figurines and stoneware pieces
is unmatched and highly valued this expertly written book offers details of how a small english company became one of the
most highly respected manufacturers of fine china 5 000 listings and 2 500 color photographs to assist with assessing
collections detailed coverage of the entire royal doulton line
Petretti's Coca-Cola Collectibles Price Guide 2008-11-21 chapter by colorful chapter of coca cola calendars serving trays
bottles signs vintage advertisements toys coolers dispensers and countless other items representing the foremost name in
soda pop collectibles await you in this new edition of the superior coca cola collectibles identification and values reference
Antique Trader Tools Price Guide 2010-02-08 the most valuable tool in your toolbox lacking the edge on tool information
cut through the competition and hammer home deals like a pro with antique trader tools price guide featuring 700 color
photos thousands of listings with current values market trends and collecting advice it s the definitive reference on antique
tools this book features 700 color photos with actual prices received at auctions 2 000 listings covering planes braces drills
saws hammers levels rules squares gauges scientific instruments patented tools advertising and much more information on
building a collection condition grading market trends and investing new chapter on collecting stanley tools condition
grading photos
Price Guide for Collectible Playing Cards 2005-07-26 playing cards have been around a thousand years or more and
are infinite in their variety this makes individual playing cards and complete decks rich in history and every bit as
collectible as coins and postage stamps the price guide for collectible playing cards is intended to be a basic resource for
collectors of playing cards and decks of playing cards and to give at least some idea of what different decks of cards may
be worth among other collectors volume i presents examples of different decks in the categories of advertising humor
patience pinup and transportation volume ii presents examples of different decks in the categories of standard and
souvenir volume iii presents examples of different decks categorized as non standard
Miller's Antiques Handbook & Price Guide 2018-2019 2017-09-21 miller s antiques price guide has long been the market
leader offering not just prices but informed tips miller s is arguably the only price guide you will ever need antiques
magazine miller s antiques handbook price guide remains the essential and trusted guide to the antiques market it has
earned the reputation of being the book no dealer collector or auctioneer should be without it is compiled by judith miller
world renowned antiques expert and co founder of the book who selects the guide s 8000 plus featured antiques
comprehensive sections cover ceramics furniture glass silver and metalwares jewellery and objets de vertu clocks and
watches books oriental antiques textiles toys decorative arts and modern classics special features explain why one piece is
worth more than another show how to value an item and teach you to be your own valuer biographies of designers and
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factories give the background information you need to help date and value objects while special judith picks sections give
fascinating background and valuation details for particularly interesting or unusual objects
2024 Australian Plumbing Cost Guide - Residential and Domestic Works Edition 2024-02-01 the fascinating world
of goebel is brought to you by two of the world s foremost authorities werner moderhack and ray wagner this book goebel
the collector s guide is printed in full color and is the most comprehensive and completely researched guide ever published
on goebel products it is published witth the approval and cooperation of goebel porzellanfabrik rodental germany contents
include value and identification guide listings of goebel artists and sculptors trademark history goebel history many
protoypes and other rare pieces and madonnas which include figurines wall hangings plaques busts and grave markers
every category is as complete as research and expertise will permit plus works of major atists such as lore blumenkinder
kathe kruse normal rockwell original schaubach nasha huldah staehle and many others
The Goebel Collector's Guide 2002 this is a fun and painless way to give yourself a firm grounding in the wide wonderful
world of antiques and collectibles kyle husfloen managing editor antique trader weekly and antique trader s antiques
collectibles price guide do you love to poke around estate sales and antique shops but can t tell the difference between
queen anne and queen victoria furniture do you dream of owning that old oriental rug or meissen figurine but worry that
the dealer might gouge you on the price do you own pieces you think might be valuable but don t know where to go for a
reliable appraisal relax antiquing for dummies answers all your antiquing questions and more whether you re a beginner or
you ve already gotten your feet wet this fun friendly guide will give you the savvy you need to cruise schmooze bargain for
and care for antiques with confidence in no time you ll be able to tell the difference between real antiques and stuff that s
just old develop an antique hunt plan of attack select antiques based on the 5 key points of the radar test discover hidden
treasures at garages estate sales auctions and shops get the best deals when buying and selling antiques decorate with
antique glass and porcelain from around the world clean and care for your precious finds work an auction real time and
online writing with humor and common sense ron zoglin and deborah shouse demystify the highfaluting terminology of the
antique world and step by step they walk you through all the antiquing essential including different furniture styles and
periods of furniture and how to distinguish them dovetails nails and other construction elements that offer clues to a piece
s age where to go for the best antique bargains includes tips on how to bid at auctions in person or online all about antique
glass ceramics and silver integrating antiques into your life at home and at the office antiquing for dummies gets you up
and running with what you need to know to find research and negotiate prices like a pro
The Paperback Price Guide 1980 a childhood comic book fan turned comic book retailer the author soon discovered the
prevalence of scams in the world of comics collecting this book is his tutorial on how to collect wisely and reduce risks
drawing on skills learned from twenty years with the san diego police department and as a comic con attendee since 1972
he covers in detail the history and culture of collecting comic books and describes the pitfalls including common deceptions
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of grading and pricing as well as theft and mail and insurance fraud
Antiquing For Dummies 1999-05-12 america s 1 consumer advocate for coin hobbyists collectors and investors is scott
travers now he has created a guide that provides comprehensive facts on all u s coins and a complete listing of the fair
market value for your coins today plus he teaches you how to play the lucrative global game of coin collecting by including
a breakdown of valuable varieties of coins that are hiding in pocket change secrets of how to grade trade and preserve
coins like the experts current trends in the coin market and how to capitalize with your own collection the most complete
and current price guide on the market today if you re buying just one price guide to see what your coins are worth this is
the obvious choice coinage magazine
The Paperback Price Guide 1980 books are some of the oldest and most distinguished collectibles the newly revised fifth
edition of the official r price guide to books reflects the current marketplace with new books and prices this guide prices
everything from rare signed first editions of the wizard of oz to today s harry potter blockbusters contains information on
popular genres care and repair research resources internet sites dealers and auction houses
The Forensic Comicologist 2018-07-06 besides teaching you to win online auctions how to buy and sell antiques and
collectibles for top dollar i tell you where to buy a home for under 10 000 with little or zero down own your own home in
under a year isn t that the ultimate in the great american dreams too many people are getting depressed paying a thirty
year mortgage on a home they will never own why not buy two or three fix them up then rent them out or sell them for a
profit this is real and it doesn t cost you hundreds of dollars and or hours enduring some stupid seminar you owe it to
yourself to get out of the rut you are in and don t forget i will also teach you about selling or buying antiques and
collectibles online in regular auctions newspapers etc how much is that worth opportunity knocks what are you waiting for
as long as you sincerely want to get ahead you can so stop playing games with your future and make it happen what excuse
will you use now
The Official Price Guide to Antique & Modern Firearms 1983 contains comprehensive listings of some of the most
difficult to identify dinnerware manufacturers
Civil War Collectors' Price Guide 1983 this book is for art market researchers at all levels a brief overview of the global
art market and its major stakeholders precedes an analysis of the various sales venues auction commercial gallery etc
library research skills are reviewed and advanced methods are explored in a chapter devoted to basic market research
because the monetary value of artwork cannot be established without reference to the aesthetic qualities and art historical
significance of our subject works two substantial chapters detail the processes involved in researching and documenting
the fine and decorative arts respectively and provide annotated bibliographies methods for assigning values for art objects
are explored and sources of price data both in print and online are identified and described in detail in recent years art
historical scholarship increasingly has addressed issues related to the history of art and its markets a chapter on resources
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for the historian of the art market offers a wide range of sources finally provenance and art law are discussed with
particular reference to their relevance to dealers collectors artists and other art market stakeholders
The Official Price Guide to Kitchen Collectibles 1982 covers all coins of both the united states and canada complete
with latest retail value for as many as seven different conditions
Grotz's 2nd Antique Furniture Style & Price Guide 1992 this book steers buyers through the the confusion and anxiety
of new and used vehicle purchases unlike any other car and truck book on the market dr phil canada s best known
automotive expert for more than forty five years pulls no punches
The Standard Opalescent Glass Price Guide 1972 antiquers nostalgia buffs and memorabilia collectors of all types will
welcome the great leads offered in this guide to finding free internet information on the ins and outs of collecting in
numerous specialized areas 80 illustrations
The Used Book Price Guide 2012-11-13 from its lively capital dublin to vast swathes of remote wilderness ireland will
surprise and delight in equal measure insight guide explore ireland is the ideal pocket companion for your trip a full colour
guide containing 16 easy to follow routes around ireland inside explore ireland discover ireland s epic natural attractions
including the dramatic cliffs of moher and the peculiar limestone burren experience the historic and modern marvels of
dublin ireland s charming and vibrant capital city insight s trademark cultural coverage sets the routes in context with
introductions to ireland s cuisine entertainment options wealth of activities on offer and key historical dates our
recommended places to eat and drink are highlighted in each route with even more suggestions in the directory section
which also contains a wealth of useful practical information including a range of carefully selected accommodation to suit
all budgets pull out map with useful plotted routes evocative photography captures ireland s stunning green scenery about
insight guides insight guides has over 40 years experience of publishing high quality visual travel guides we produce
around 400 full colour print guide books and maps as well as picture packed ebooks to meet different travellers needs
insight guides unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture together create a
unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure insight guides has spawned many imitators but is
still the best of its type wanderlust magazine
The Insider's Guide to U.S. Coin Values, 20th Edition 1990 presenting a thorough analysis of the dutch participation
in the transatlantic slave trade this book is based upon extensive research in dutch archives the book examines the whole
range of dutch involvement in the atlantic slave trade from the beginning of the 1600s to the nineteenth century
The ASI Annual Picture Price Guide to the American and Canadian Art Market 2005-03-08 this book explores how the
heroes and villains of popular comic books and the creators of these icons of our culture reflect the american experience
out of which they sprang and how they have achieved relevance by adapting to and perhaps influencing the evolving
american character multiple generations have thrilled to the exploits of the heroes and villains of american comic books
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these imaginary characters permeate our culture even americans who have never read a comic book grasp what the most
well known examples represent but these comic book characters and their creators do more than simply thrill they make us
consider who we are and who we aspire to be icons of the american comic book from captain america to wonder woman
contains 100 entries that provide historical background explore the impact of the comic book character on american
culture and summarize what is iconic about the subject of the entry each entry also lists essential works suggests further
readings and contains at least one sidebar that provides entertaining and often quirky insight not covered in the main entry
this two volume work examines fascinating subjects such as how the superhero concept embodied the essence of american
culture in the 1930s and the ways in which comic book icons have evolved to reflect changing circumstances values and
attitudes regarding cultural diversity the book s coverage extends beyond just characters as it also includes entries
devoted to creators publishers titles and even comic book related phenomena that have had enduring significance
Sixsport 2007-09-01 car values fluctuate wildly never more so than in our current economic environment pricing
information is a must for collectors restorers buyers sellers insurance agents and a myriad of others who rely on reliable
authoritative data with well over 300 000 listings for domestic cars and light trucks and various import vehicles
manufactured between 1901 and 2012 this is the most thorough price guide on the market this invaluable reference is for
the serious car collector as well as anyone who wants to know the value of a collector car they are looking to buy or sell
prices in this must have reference reflect the latest values in up to six grades of condition from the esteemed old cars price
guide database new information for the most recent model year will also be added to our new old car report database
The Official Price Guide to Books 2000 a step by step guide to getting your home loan approved buying a home is a
milestone that should be celebrated but too often the achievement is overshadowed by the stress people feel when trying
to get their loan approved or worse the fear of the unknown prevents them from taking the plunge keeping them stuck in
the rental trap multi award winning mortgage broker aaron christie david is on a mission to reframe australians attitudes
toward getting a mortgage and turn their aspirations of home ownership into reality the happy home loan handbook
demystifies the home loan process providing a step by step breakdown of how to get your loan approved how best to set up
your loan how to locate negotiate over and purchase the home you want how to build your support team to guide you and
how this home buying experience can become your reality if you are an aspiring first home buyer or ambitious upgrader
this helpful handbook will show you how to get your home loan approved and buy your dream home so you can get on with
enjoying life
The Common Man's Guide to Uncommon Riches 2013-12-19 in the first book of its kind art information expert lois swan
jones discusses how to locate visual and textual information on the internet and how to evaluate and supplement that
information with material from other formats print sources cd roms documentary videos and microfiche sets to produce
excellent research results the book is divided into three sections basic information formats types of websites and how to
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find them and how to use information jones discusses the strengths and limitations of websites scholarly and basic
information resources are noted and search strategies for finding pertinent websites are included art information and the
internet also discusses research methodology for studying art historical styles artists working in various media individual
works of art and non western cultures as well as art education writing about art problems of copyright and issues
concerning the buying and selling of art this title will be periodically updated
China Identification Guide 3 - Canonsburg, Paden City Pottery, Pope Gosser, Sebring Pottery, W. S. George, Etc. 2001
Art Market Research 2004
Coin Collector's Price Guide 2015-11-21
COMPLETE PRICE GUIDE TO WATCHES 2022-11-30
Lemon-Aid New and Used Cars and Trucks 1990–2016 2000
Graded Card Price Guide #22 2017-07-01
Free Stuff for Collectors on the Internet 2008-01-03
Insight Guides Explore Ireland (Travel Guide eBook) 2013-01-29
The Dutch in the Atlantic Slave Trade, 1600-1815 1995
Icons of the American Comic Book [2 volumes] 2019-07-02
Road & Rec 1972
2020 Collector Car Price Guide 1886
Foreign Fisheries Leaflet 2024-02-27
The Angler's Guide Book and Tourist's Gazeteer of the Fishing Waters of the United States and Canada 1969
The Happy Home Loan Handbook 2013-12-16
Wisconsin Library Bulletin 1977
Art Information and the Internet
The Used Book Price Guide
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